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Wire-speed 
Captures With 
portable deviCes
by Francisco J. hens, vicente J. bergas 

Improvements of storage technology in terms of capacity / 
speed and continuous optimization of Field-programmable 
Gate Array (FPGA) integrated circuits are bringing a totally new 
wave of possibilities in data capture and processing applications. 
Expensive and complex appliances based on Hard Disk Drive 
(HDD) arrays are not required any more. 

FPGAs are perfectly suited for 
wire-speed processing of fast 
data sources and small form 

factor Solid State Drives (SSD) sup-
ply excellent performance, large stor-
age capacity and they are perfect-
ly adapted to operation in portable 
equipments. One of the reasons of 
migration to SSD is that current cost 
of storage solutions based on flash 
memory allows to supersede past ob-
jections about price of these devices.

Portable devices based on FPGA 
and SSD designs can be used in net-
work troubleshooting, data forensics 
or security related applications when 
high capture speed and capacity is 
required but simple, reliable and fast 
configuration is important. Data cap-
ture is combined with the functional-
ity of a network tap to enable easy 
access to the traffic stream that has 
to be analysed. Some applications, 

specially those related with securi-
ty, require the capture device pres-
ence to remain unnoticed while it is 
connected to the network. Devices 
can be designed so that they do not 
modify the traffic information con-
tent or timing in any way even if they 
are connected in “bridged” mode al-
lowing the traffic to be transmitted 
through the equipment.

Data capture and protocol analy-
sis are related but different functions. 
Capture has to be fast to be effec-
tive but protocol analysis has no re-
al-time processing requirements. 
A portable capture device may or 
may not include protocol analysis. 
Sometimes it is enough to supply the 
means to enable the user to identi-
fy and download the interesting data 
within the captured stream and leave 
protocol analysis to dedicated, usu-
ally software-based equipment.

What you will learn:
•  Latest advances in storage de-

vices applied to high speed traffic 
capture.

•  How SSD storage compares with 
traditional storage.

•  How to use hardware accelerated 
packet filtering to capture network 
traffic.

•  Applications of hardware time-
stamping to time critical data anal-
ysis.

•  Types of traffic replay and their ap-
plications.

What you should know:
•  Basic TCP/IP architecture
•  Some basic knowledge about Eth-

ernet
•  Fundamental switching and rout-

ing
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The following sections provide details about the 
applications, features and architecture of portable 
capture devices. The focus is on functionality that 
make hardware-assisted capture functionality in 
portable devices unique.

appliCations
Portable capture devices are ideal for enterprises 
looking to ensure that their networks are robust, 
scalable and secure. Applications of portable cap-
ture devices can be distributed in two large families: 
troubleshooting of communication networks and se-
curity. This is not a revolution when compared with 
traditional applications of any standard capture de-
vice. However, scenarios and applications of porta-
ble devices are considerably different and broader 
due to the ability to be connected and start operation 
in minutes without any special requirement. Porta-
ble capture devices are very well suited to tempo-
rary network connections in cases where analysis is 
required only for a limited period of time of usually a 
few hours or days. A good example would be analy-
sis carried out in a cellular network through connec-
tion to one or several mobile base stations.

•  Applications related with network troubleshoot-
ing include tracing of difficult to assess, tempo-
rary, intermittent problems. Traditional monitor-
ing tools provide permanent information about 
the network in terms of various Key Perfor-
mance Indicators (KPIs) but they are unable to 
deal with issues related with unexpected proto-
col interactions. Full protocol captures arise as 
the only way to face these problems.

•  Portable capture devices are useful fighting 
against attacks like phishing linked to malware 
and other security threats. Event based pre-fil-
tering could be used to detect intrusions. With 
the help of these tools, investigators will have 
the capability to reconstruct web sessions, e-
mails and ‘chat line’ conversations in a chrono-
logical order to investigate security incidents.

•  Finally, portable capture devices could be used 
in Lawful Interception (LI) applications. In case 
of portable devices the focus is again in non-per-
manent interception. Both filtering based on fixed 
patterns and event based filters could be used to 
built efficient LI based on wire-speed captures.

Wire-speed pre-Filtering
Pre-filtering is an important feature even for devices 
prepared for wire-speed capture. With the help of 
filters, users make sure that only important data is 
going to be stored. For example, if only IP telephony 
signalling is going to be analysed, all other data can 
be ignored. The effect is a much better usage of the 
storage capacity. With the help of pre-filtering, it is 
possible to extend the maximum capture time from 
a few hours or minutes to days or weeks by con-

straining the raw volume of data. The second ad-
vantage of pre-filtering is that it can be used to mark 
packets depending on the filtering rule applied to 
match each of them. This classification can be used 
later for post-filtering and protocol analysis.

Hardware processing is well suited to filter data 
based on fixed-length packet fields like IP / MAC 
addresses or class of service (CoS) marks (see 
Table 1). As a result, it is possible to match any 
packet directed to an specific IP address, or di-
rected to a network specified by its network pre-
fix, or packets between two hosts specified by their 
source and destination addresses.

Port based filtering can be used to match traffic 
from single applications like web traffic (port 80), 
e-mail (port 25), VoIP signalling (port 5060) and 
many others. Filtering based on CoS marks can 
be used to filter traffic classes subject to controlled 
performance defined by the Service Level Agree-
ment (SLA).

More advanced filtering is based on fixed alpha-
numeric patterns. Fixed pattern filters can be used 
to find any word or sentence within the data stream. 
There are many applications of this kind of filters. 
For example, an IP telephony trunk link based on 
SIP signalling use SIP INVITE messages to estab-
lish calls. Filtering the “INVITE” word may be used 
to get information about IP calls occurring in the link.

table 1. Pre-filtering modes

Filter Type Details

Ethernet Selection Selection by source and 
destination MAC addresses or 
Ethertype field.

VLAN selection Selection by VLAN-ID or CoS 
marks. Matching of C-VLAN or 
S-VLAN fields in frames with 
multiple VLAN tags.

IP selection Matching of source and 
destination IPv4 / IPv6 
addresses, DSCP and protocol 
(UDP, TCP, ICMP,...).

TCP / UDP selection Filtering of source and 
destination TCP / UDP ports. 
Selection of port ranges.

Fixed offset selection This filter matches an 
specific bit pattern in a user 
configurable position within 
the packet.

Fixed pattern selection Matches a fixed patten in a 
variable position within the 
frame. The pattern is specified 
as an alphanumeric string.

Length selection Matches packets with an 
specific length or frames 
within a custom length range.
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The third filtering mode is based on user defined 
events. An event is potentially anything it could hap-
pen in the network. It could be an error condition like 
“an errored packet is received” or it could be that 
a packet from an uncommon protocol is received 
or that a packet containing a custom alphanumeric 
pattern in the payload is found in the traffic stream. 
The difference between event based filters and ba-
sic filters is that events are used to modify the fil-
tering rules. The basic action triggered by an event 
is the transition from “no frame is filtered” to “all 
frames are allowed to pass through the filter”. How-
ever, other more sophisticated actions can be imag-
ined in more advanced capture devices. Filtering 
based on events find important applications in intru-
sion detection applications or assessment of difficult 
to trace problems in communications applications.

An essential feature of filtering blocks is that they 
can be combined to give more complex filters. For 
example, users can configure various filters within 
the same block to get the combined effects of an 
“AND” filter. In the same way, several filtering rules 
are combined in different blocks to get the aggre-
gated effect of an “OR” filter.

Case study: voip Call identiFiCation 
and traCing
Portable capture devices are perfectly suited for 
capturing VoIP media and signalling in exchang-
es and cellular telephony base stations. VoIP sig-
nalling based on SIP, H.323 or other signalling 
framework carries information about communi-
cating parties like SIP URIs / telephone numbers 
and media encoding (ITU-T G.711, G.729, etc.). 
Media streams contain the voice samples them-

selves encapsulated in an RTP envelope. Captur-
ing signalling could be useful to collect statistics 
about network usage and to get information about 
an specific user or a group of users. Media captur-
ing is required for voice quality benchmarking or 
lawful interception applications. Connection to the 
network and capture configuration is different for 
signalling and media captures (see Figure 1). 

•  Capturing signalling: The capture device could be 
connected to a SIP trunk to make sure informa-
tion from all users is available. The capture de-
vice could operate in pass-through mode but end-
point operation may be preferred if a mirror port is 
available for monitoring. Most of the interesting in-
formation comes in the SIP header, including tele-
phone numbers. Call duration may be inferred 
from the timing of different signalling messages 
generated for the call. Using the TCP / UDP port 
filter is probably the best choice for global signal-
ling captures. SIP proxies use port UDP 5060 by 
default. Filter scope can be narrowed down to col-
lect statistics from a single user (IP address fil-
ters) or signalling messages from an special type 
(“INVITE”, “REGISTER, “BYE”, etc.) with the help 
of the “pattern” filter (see Listing 1).

•  Capturing media: Capturing media tends to be 
more challenging than capturing only signal-
ling. Data rates involved are higher than for the 
signalling case (about 100 kb/s per call, ITU-
T G.711 codec). Moreover, signalling informa-
tion (the SDP payload) is required to decode 
the media. The most interesting filter for media 
capturing is perhaps the IP filter to get informa-
tion from a single location.

SIP Proxy

Media gateway

IP
Network

Signalling trafficPortable capture device

IPv4 / IPv6

UDP

SIP

SDP

Call details

Media encoding
details

User agents

Remote user agents

- Port filter (UDP 5060)
- Pattern filter (INVITE)

Figure 1. Configuration of a VoIP signalling capture: The capture device is connected in through mode between the media 
gateway and the SIP proxy. Applicable filters are the TCP / UDP port filter and the pattern filter. The most interesting header 
available for analysis is the SIP header
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Capture replay
Traffic replay basically consists in transmitting pre-
viously captured data. It is the opposite of traffic 
capture. Traffic replay is useful to reproduce some 
network transmission conditions in a controlled en-
vironment, usually in a laboratory. Replay is prob-
ably not essential in security applications but it is 
important in network troubleshooting. Portable de-
vices are designed mainly as field tools but their 
advantages make them suitable for laboratory ap-
plications too. For this reason, traffic replay is also 
a good functionality for them and it should be avail-
able at least as an option.

Traffic replay can be stateless or stateful. State-
less replay can be either timed or not. These are the 
features, advantages and disadvantages of each:

•  Timed stateless replay: Packets are transmit-
ted exactly in the same way they were captured. 
Timestamps are used by the replay equipment 
to schedule packet transmission at the right time.

•  Not timed stateless replay: Not timed replay 
works in a similar fashion than timed replay but 
information carried by timestamps is ignored. 
Packet transmission is based on a bandwidth 
profile statistics configured by the user. Data 
could be transmitted at the maximum speed al-
lowed by the transmission media but any pos-

sible constant, variable or random traffic distri-
bution could be used instead.

•  Stateful replay: This replay mode is necessary 
if it is required to keep the interactions between 
communication parties during transmission. In 
this case, timing of packet transmission has to be 
based on events. For example, transmission of 
the next scheduled packet could wait to the re-
ception of a certain message type from the net-
work. Stateful replay may be used to model in-
teractions between ports of different capture / re-
play devices. Direct interaction between the cap-
ture / replay device and a network entity (server, 
IP telephone, computer) is the second possibili-
ty. Stateful replay is more powerful than stateless 
replay but the drawback is that is more complex 
and it is difficult to implement using firmware.

In order to maximize usefulness of replay, the abil-
ity to modify the stream while it’s been replayed is 
often required. For example, by replacing source 
and destination addresses or VLAN tags by user 
configurable parameters is possible to reuse the 
same captured data in different test scenarios.

ManageMent and autoMation
Unlike it happens with large capture appliances, 
often designed for permanent installation in racks, 

listing 1. Structure of a typical SIP signalling INVITE message. The message starts with the word “INVITE”

INVITE sip:bob@atsl.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP mkt12.fnetprodoc.es;branch=z9hG4bK776asdhds
Max-Forwards: 6
To: Bob <sip:bob@atsl.com>
From: Alice <sip:alice@netprodoc.biz>;tag=1928301774
Call-ID: a84b4c76e66710@mkt12.netprodoc.biz
CSeq: 314159 INVITE
Contact: <sip:alice@mkt12.netprodoc.biz>
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 142

Figure 2. Graphical user interface based on colour screen specifically designed for local management of a portable network 
capture device
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portable devices are required to be configured lo-
cally with the help of an attached keyboard, touch 
screen or other input device. A dedicated, graphical 
user interface is very useful for this purpose. (see 
Figure 2) This solution makes external devices like 
controlling computers with special management 
software unnecessary. However, a management 
interface available through a network interface is 
still an important feature of portable capture de-
vices. For example, if one or several devices are 
required to operate in a large system, they need 
a communication interface enabling coordinated 
operation between them. Interactions between the 
management entity and the managed agent could 
be of three different types:

•  Configuration commands: These are com-
mands that modify the device configuration 
in some way. They are required to start / stop 
captures, configure filters and other operations. 

•  Result retrieval commands: They are necessary 
to get statistics or other data from the equip-
ment. When the management entity issues a re-
sult retrieval command to the managed agent, it 
is expected that the agent will generate a reply 
with a response to the previous query.

•  Unsolicited messages: These messages are 
generated by the agent without being explicitly 
requested by the management entity. They are 
used to signal events occurring in the agent.

SNMP is very well suited to implement all three 
message types. Unsolicited messages can be im-

plemented by SNMP traps. Most scripting languag-
es like Tcl or Perl have extensions for SNMP. These 
languages can be used to write scripts implement-
ing complex scenarios involving one or several cap-
ture devices and potentially other equipments like 
network emulators or traffic generators.

arChiteCture
The core of a capture device is a fast FPGA that 
speeds up critical data process operations. Basi-
cally this includes packet forwarding, wire-speed 
pre-filtering of network packets, hardware times 
tamping and proper data formatting / storage in a 
high capacity SSD. Connection between the FPGA 
and the SSD could be implemented with a mini SA-
TA (mSATA) interface. The minimum SATA speed 
enabling wire-speed captures in bidirectional 
1 Gb/s electrical / optical interfaces is 3 Gb/s. The 
6 Gb/s SATA speed is possible as well but is not re-
ally required for bidirectional 1 Gb/s captures.

The FPGA / SSD subsystem is controlled by a 
CPU which is in charge of starting / stopping cap-
tures and collecting statistics and status informa-
tion. The CPU is connected to peripherals that 
make it possible interaction of the equipment with 
the real world. Local management could be imple-
mented with keyboards, screens or any other in-
put / output device. Remote management requires 
the CPU to run the processes necessary to act as 
an SNMP agent. Finally, the CPU acts as a media-
tor between the FPGA / SSD subsystems and the 
external world in capture upload / download pro-
cesses. Existing captures could be copied to / from 

Ethernet

FPGA

Line Ports

N

Ethernet

Mirror Ports

M

CPU

Storage
(SSD)

mSATA
(3 Gb/s)

Status, Statistics Control

Remote management
(SNMP)

Download / Upload
(PCAP)

Figure 3. Simplified block diagram corresponding to a generic portable capture device
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a management Ethernet interface but they can al-
so copied to USB devices like flash memories or 
disks (see Figure 3).

tapping teChniques
Sometimes, data to be captured is available trough 
a mirror port but some others is useful to have the 
capacity to connect the equipment in pass-through 
mode and forward the network traffic between two 
line ports (see Figure 4). The port mirroring capabil-
ity with equipment configured in pass-though mode, 
is also useful when traffic is going to be forwarded 
to external analysis devices rather than the internal 
SSD. In practical terms, port mirroring is used for re-
al-time analysis. Using an external protocol analysis 
software is possible to display packets as they arrive. 
The external protocol analysis most likely unable to 
process packets arriving at high speed. For this rea-
son, in portable capture devices, mirror port usage is 
often reserved for low speed applications and stor-
age to SSD is used in more general situations.

A feature related with port mirroring is port aggre-
gation which can be configured to aggregate traffic 
from the forward and backward transmission direc-
tions and present them as a single stream. This kind 
of stream aggregation is useful to check interactions 
between the communication ends like for example 
requests and replies in a web application. However, 
if the aggregated bandwidth is higher than the mir-
ror channel capacity, some frames will be lost.

Network connectivity when operating in pass-
through mode is guaranteed by adding batteries 
to the capture equipment. In this way, the link re-
mains active if the capture equipment suffers from 
a temporary power shortage. If there is an ongo-
ing capture, no data is lost as long as the internal 
battery is operative. Current LiPo batteries could 
last for several hours of continuous usage without 
strong impact in the overall equipment weight. A 
second protection against power shortages is ac-
complished by means power-fail protected tap in-

terfaces which are capable of maintaining a link 
when they are not powered. Capture data is lost in 
this case however.

Some applications, specially those related with 
network security, require the presence of the cap-
turing device to be undetectable by end users. 
This requirement precludes some of the simpler 
designs. Specifically, the following are highly de-
sirable features of any network device designed to 
be undetectable:

•  Traffic forwarding based on switching or rout-
ing between the line ports is not accept-
able. Switching is based on address learn-
ing / broadcasting mechanisms and it may al-
so involve special processing of some bridg-
ing protocols like the Spanning Tree Protocol 
(STP) or any of its variations. Routing is even 
worse because routers require a variable, un-
predictable time to process packets. For these 
reasons, presence of both switches and rout-
ers is not difficult to detect.

•  It is easy to understand that a network de-
vice which must remain undetected does not 
have to generate any traffic. Even if this is true, 
some passive devices still generate traffic re-
plying to ARP requests, ICMP messages or 
TCP handshake packets. Any packet generat-
ed by the capture device can be used to detect 
its presence and it must therefore be avoided.

•  Preventing the generation of any data is not 
enough to guarantee that the device will not 
be detected when connected in pass-through 
mode. Store-and-forward processes gener-
ate a deterministic delay which depends on the 
packet length. That means that either store-
and-forward has to be replaced with a more 
advanced forwarding mechanism or the cap-
ture device has to carry out some kind of pack-
et delay equalization before forwarding date to 
the outgoing interface.

DUT / SUT Portable capture device DUT / SUT

Line A
RX

Line A
TX

Line B
TX

Line B
RX

DUT / SUT Portable capture device

Line A
RX

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. Connection of a portable capture device. (a) The equipment is connected in pass-through mode. (b) End-point connection
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high perForManCe storage
SSD is currently the best choice for storage of large 
amounts of data in portable capture devices. SSD 
storage is faster than traditional HDDs and un-
like HDDs, SDDs do not have moving parts which 
is good in terms of reliability, heating, resistance 
against vibration and power consumption. Further-
more, SDDs are smaller and lighter than HDDs. SS-
Ds are still more expensive than HDDs but the dif-
ference is much smaller today than just three or four 
years ago. Cost of SSDs is about 0.80 EUR / GB 
which is roughly twice than for HDDs of standard 
capacity. Storage capacity of HDDs is also larger 
than SDD capacity. In case of HDDs, typical capaci-
ties range in 1-2 TB while typical capacities of SDDs 
is still in the range of a few hundreds of GB.

To achieve the required read / write speed in 
capture applications is important to choose fast 
storage hardware but is no less critical to properly 
design the format in which capture data is stored. 
The most commonly used file systems (FAT32, NT-
FS, EXT3) provide extended functionality but they 
are not optimized for maximum read / write speed 
dealing with potentially very large data blocks.

Finally, being very fast, the SSD is still the slowest 
component of the capture architecture an thus it is 
the one that limits the whole system performance. 
The choice of the remaining equipment elements 
(and specifically the FPGA) have to be adapted to 
the SSD specification in terms of speed.

hardWare aCCelerated data 
proCessing
Current FPGA technology enables integration of 
advanced digital signal processing with program-
mable logic blocks, within a single chip. The ability 
to concentrate different functions in standard hard-
ware pieces is the key to simpler, more reliable de-
signs and at the same time keep power consump-
tion to the minimum. 

In a portable capture device, the FPGA primary 
task is to provide hardware acceleration to critical 
operations, including fast read / write operations. 
FPGA transceivers could potentially work at very 
high speed of up to about 30 Gb/s but transmis-
sion rates much larger than the SSD speed do 
not add more combined performance to the sys-
tem. For example in a 2 x 1 Gb/s capture device 
based on a 4 Gb/s SSD with a 3 Gb/s mSATA bus, 
a good choice could be a 3.2 Gb/s FPGA trans-
ceiver speed which is one of the standard options 
supplied by FPGA vendors. For this performance 
grade, components are relatively inexpensive.

A secondary FPGA task is time stamping of re-
ceived packets. Hardware assisted time stamp-
ing is several orders of magnitude more accurate 
than software time stamping and maximum error 
could be as low as 10 ns, which is enough to en-
able analysis of time critical applications. An exam-

ple is capture of IEEE 1588 synchronization traffic. 
Speed requirements for IEEE 1588 traffic capture 
are not strict but timestamps have to be very accu-
rate to be useful.

Final reMarks
Description of portable capture devices has shown 
that current technology makes feasible to capture 
full-duplex data in Ethernet interfaces operating at 
1 Gb/s using small, highly portable devices weight-
ing no more than 1 kg and operated by batteries 

These devices find applications in fighting against 
security threats, troubleshooting of data and multi-
play networks and lawful interception. All these are 
also applications of traditional appliances but por-
table devices are cheaper and more versatile. Por-
table devices are configured locally with the help of 
a graphical user interface but they may also include 
interfaces to allow remote management. One at-
tractive possibility is to use SNMP for this purpose.

Availability of cost effective and highly efficient 
SSD storage devices is the key piece of portable 
capture device designs. SSD storage is faster and 
smaller that traditional HDDs and they are perfect-
ly suited for integration into portable devices. May-
be the most exciting fact about SSDs is that there 
is still a long evolution path for these devices that 
promise to bring a whole new world of possibilities 
in capture applications.
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